Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of retrospective ECG-Gating and contrast material on radiation dose in an adult cardiac dual-energy CT.
Methods and Materials
Sixty-two patients underwent a CT cardiac examination with a Somatom Definition Flash dual-source CT in dual-energy mode with tube voltage: 100/Sn140kV (mean effective mAs: arterial-72.39/62.94, venous-93.21/78.45, and late phase-134.5/118.2). The arterial and late phases were examined with retrospective ECG gating, but gating was not used for venous phase. Row data were reconstructed using a soft convolution kernel (B26f) for arterial and late phase images. The effective doses were calculated from DLP and CTDIvol using latest k-factor (0.014) published. Pearson's correlation coefficient used as an appropriate statistical test for the comparison of continuous variables.
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Conclusion
Our study shows that contrast material significantly absorb radiation and increase 54.4% dose in an adult cardiac dual-energy CT with retrospective ECG-gating. The dual-energy protocol non-ECG gated technique decreases 23.9% of dose than with ECG-gated protocol. Even though the dose is little high for retrospective ECG-gated protocol, it was already proved many clinical advantages for special medical applications. The SNRs and Hounsfield Units are increases with decrease of energy. The image noise values show a negligible difference between datasets and it does not affect the diagnostic images evaluation.
